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Abstract—Current GPU computational power enables the
execution of complex and parallel algorithms, such as Ray
Tracing techniques supported by kD-trees for 3D scene ren-
dering in real time. This work describes in detail the study and
implementation of five different kD-Tree traversal algorithms
using the parallel framework NVIDIA Compute Unified Device
Architecture (CUDA), in order to point their pros and cons
regarding adaptation capability to the chosen architecture. In
addition, a new algorithm is proposed by the authors based
on this analysis, aiming performance improvement. A perfor-
mance analysis of the implemented techniques demonstrates
that two of these algorithms, once adequately adapted to CUDA
architecture, are capable of reaching speedup gains up to 15x
when compared to former CPU implementations and up to
4x in comparison to existing and optimized parallel ones. As
a consequence, interactive frame rates are possible for scenes
with 1376× 768 pixels of resolution and 1 million primitives.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Ray Tracing has become a very interesting topic for
the computer graphics community in last decades. Several
scientific works were produced showing images generated
based on natural phenomena, usually optics, that can reach
real world appearance [1]. On the other hand, Ray Tracing
techniques are also distinguished as computationally expen-
sive, since their workflow consists in casting rays from every
image pixel and following these rays to decide how to paint
that pixel, according to the scene, light sources and material
properties.

For many years, Ray Tracing generated images were
mainly explored by animation movies and offline content
generation systems. Many algorithms used in computer
graphics to simulate behaviors such as refraction, reflection,
shadow generation and self shadowing, global illumination,
color bleeding, sub surface scattering, and even simple
shading schemes (such as Gouraud and Phong), are easier
to code in straight ray based implementations.

However, spatial data structures allowed Ray Tracing to
walk towards real time rendering. They have to be applied
to the application scene graph in order to reduce time spent
by the ray casting and primitive structures (such as triangles,
spheres, implicit surfaces, etc) intersecting procedures.

Ray Tracing techniques are very parallelizable, since the
screen can be split to distribute rays over parallel processing
units. The movie industry uses render clusters, usually
named render farms, to generate complex ray traced movie
scenes. Another option is taking advantage of multicore
processors and/or coprocessors, to run the entire solution
on a single machine still having a good result.

Recent studies report performance improvements in ray
tracers by the use of GPUs as coprocessors. Specifically, the
NVIDIA CUDA platform [2] can be successfully applied
to Ray Tracing application development. Its architecture
delivers a many core solution containing parallel stream
processors that may be used to general purpose program-
ming. That strategy was exploited in this work, which adapts
existing spatial queries data structures to run in parallel
achieving real time frame rates.

Initially, this work performs a review of the most used
algorithms in the Ray Tracing research area. Five common
used techniques were implemented in CUDA in order to
create a comparative grid of such approaches, and then a
highly optimized GPU real time ray tracer for static scenes,
taking benefit of the advantages of the studied algorithms,
is proposed. As far as we know, our new implementation
surpasses the performance of current GPU counterparts.

II. RELATED WORK

Recent efforts regarding Ray Tracing have been about
optimizing existing algorithms and data structures to achieve
the best image quality/speed on given hardware architec-
tures. The modification of these algorithms guides optimiza-
tions on such hardware architectures to better suit the needs
of computer graphics developers.

As graphics hardware has become increasingly pro-
grammable and suited to more general-purpose computation,
developers were attracted to this platform. By bringing
hardware and software together, it is possible to explore how
to best design hardware as well as software systems and
what are the best interfaces between them. As witnessed
in recent years, the cycle of rapid innovation in hardware
systems enabling new software approaches, and innovative
new graphics software driving the hardware architectures
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